
Making the Move to Etrieve™

So� docs’ Doc e Scan and Doc e Fill solutions have been leveraged by hundreds of educational institutions to 
create time-saving e� iciencies within common business processes. Utilization of these legacy solutions have 
helped many institutions increase productivity, cut costs and move towards operating at peak e� iciency.
However, these same institutions are finding Etrieve by So� docs to be an even more robust and user-friendly 
solution that enables them to build upon the successes they’ve already experienced with enterprise content 
management (ECM). 

A Look at Etrieve
Etrieve, So� docs’ next-generation ECM solution, combines content management, electronic forms and workflow 
into an easily scalable platform with unlimited licensing available. Fully browser-based, Etrieve allows end users 
to access content and complete tasks, including scanning, in a single window without the need for locally installed 
so� ware. Built on the latest technology leveraging HTML5, Etrieve possesses a mobile-first, responsive architecture 
which allows convenient and secure access from a multitude of devices. 

While Doc e Scan and Doc e Fill each maintained their own collection of users and permissions, Etrieve supports 
centralized authentication and user management, allowing single sign-on to be utilized. Integrations can be est-
ablished through plug-ins or database connections, positioning Etrieve at the center of your technology stack 
and facilitating the secure transfer of data between ECM and data sources across your campus. 

SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW

Etrieve Content
Uses expandable file trees to organize content, with key fields and lookups standardizing 
filing practices and maximizing the searchability of Etrieve-managed data

Etrieve Forms
Supports fillable PDFs and HTML forms, and features an intuitive form builder 
through which custom, mobile-friendly forms can be uniformly designed

Etrieve Flow
Allows users to create and manage complex, process-based workflows through 
a graphical workflow builder, leveraging automations and user-directed routing

Etrieve Security
Manages users through the use of roles and groups across the Etrieve platform,
following institutional policies created by the Etrieve system administrator
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ECM in the Cloud
Etrieve also delivers the opportunity to take your ECM deployment to the cloud. Built upon the Microso�  Azure 
platform, Etrieve Cloud is completely scalable with the ability to increase compute and storage capacities dynam-
ically to fit your needs. All product and infrastructure updates are managed by So� docs, as well as data and 
configuration backups. Etrieve Cloud customers also receive 24/7 security monitoring and threat prevention. 



New Features, New Look, Familar Experience
Etrieve possesses a much di� erent and more friendly UI than Doc e Scan or Doc e Fill.  Because the design of Etrieve
incorporates a very similar file structure and navigation, users familiar with the intricacies of these legacy solutions 
will experience a very intuitive transition to Etrieve. However, the functionality and features of Etrieve far surpass 
those of Doc e Scan and Doc e Fill.

Migration Methodology
Not only is the So� docs professional services team familiar with the database structures of both Doc e solutions 
and the Etrieve platform, but we have a defined project management methodology by which we have led many 
ECM migrations. With standardized migration processes, an education focus and our ongoing commitment to 
provide our customers with only the highest level of service, we are confident that we can ensure your migration 
to Etrieve is both a successful and positive transition for your entire institution. 
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ETRIEVE CONTENT ETRIEVE FORMS

▶ Browser-Based Functionality

▶ Deploys in the Cloud or On Premises

▶ Improved Ease of Scrolling Through File Tree

▶ Document Conditions Monitored by Automations

▶ Automations Can Stack Documents, Rewrite 
Trees, Redesign Data and Update Key Fields

▶ User-Viewable Audit Tracking

▶ Revisions to Key Fields Automatically 
Refile Documents

▶ Mobile-Friendly Forms Created Through 
Forms Builder

▶ Forms Can Be Packaged

▶ Drag-And-Drop Workflow Creator
Supports Conditional Statements
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